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Annual mirumlun rata of ~cturu guarantees arc analyzed togcthcr wth rulw: for the dis

tribution

of excess return, i.e., annual return above the guarantee. The set of, in a specific sense, fair

contracts is charactcrizcd

with and without a bonus account consisting of accumulated undistributed

cxcczs return. A “patient” customor who is willing to transfer a sham of the annual cxccss surplus to the
bonus account and wait until the expiration of the mntmct to rccoivc the balance of the bonus account
may benefit from a seemingly more “favorable” set of fair contracts, than an “impatient”

customer who

wants a4 large a sham as possible of the annual cxccss return cmcditcd to her account cti

year.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently

differences

between

products

contain

elements

products

shift from benefits

the banking

of insurance
payable

and life insurance

and vice versa.

In life insurance

Apart

from this resemblance

return

and an annual

has been analyzed
structure

models

with a surplus

by Persson

above the guarantee
the guarantee
required

between

and the distribution

for the guarantee.

distribution

and concentrate

At date zero the customer
for a period

of 2’ years.

This

between two parties called the Insurer
or equity-linked

aspects are present.
guarantee.

rules are designed

deposits

with

this option

an amount
promises

The contract

and Persson

(1997)

so that

contracts.
a benchmark

of such guarantees
under

various

are evaluated

of the annual

We specially

term

in connection

investment

return

focus on the situation

where

no additional

the two papers

specifies

The valuation

these guarantees

and the customer.

on evaluating

The insurer

In this paper

is in contrast,

the focus of some life insurance

as unit-linked

i.e., a rule for the distribution

the insurer

bank

are known

and Asse (1997) and Miltersen

mechanism,

Many

time to the annual savings element

rate of return

benchmarks.

seem to vanish.

plan or contract

contracts

minimum

and investment
distribution

similar

no other insurance

(periodic)

In particular,

at a remote future

The topic of this paper is an investment/savings
and the customer.

industries

mentioned

upfromt

option

premium

which disregard

is

surplus

premium

X into an account

the customer

A which

is invsted

an annual rate of return

by the insurer

on the account

A in
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year i equal to

where the constant
return

g, is a specified

of the specified

rate of return

which

In addition,

benchmark

the benchmark

portfolio

with

annual

of return,
When

the contract

the insurer
giving

expires,

is deposited

the customer

mechanism

balance.

In return
distributed

for this call option
to the customer’s

We assume that the insurer
contract

guarantees

any positive
terms,

receives

operates

benchmark

If the date zero market

the number

of such contracts.

profits.

Neither

of these situations

market

for these kinds of insurance

also in the context
The central
directly

contracts.

role of the insurer

in the underlying

on the same underlying
In good years the insurer

though

benchmark

portfolio,
portfolio

price of zero. By this

that is neither

B. We denote the insurer’s

abnormal
portfolio
market

profits

account

values of the sum of the accounts
the customer

In the opposite
with

any sensible economic

different

the insurer

for the annual
then states that

investment

in the

A and B were greater

could make arbitrary

case, the insurer

The same argument
analyzing

to zero. In the

in return
argument

A and B is equal to the initial

high profits

could make arbitrary
model with

high

a competitive

is used by Briys and de Varenne

(1997)

issues.

in our set-up is to serve as a financial

benchmark

whereas
call option

surplus.

forcing

The competitive

portfolio,

are consistent

of life insurance

market

of the benchmark

value of the sum of the accounts

by increasing

rate

to the three accounts.

the return

in the benchmark

on the bonus account,

the part of the excess rate of return

the date zero market
portfolio.

if the

A to cover the guarantee.

for an exercise

undistributed

in a competitive

forsakes

guaranteed

has issued a (European)

A, nor to the bonus account,

and the call option on the bonus account.

than the initial investment

balance

the insurer

represents

is distributed

the customer

to the account

on

g,, a fraction,

On the other hand,

is less than the minimum

on the bonus account

the insurer
account,

by C. In total the entire return

specified

receives

the balance of the bonus account

excess

rate of return

rate of return,

into the bonus account.
portfolio

In financial

the right to the amount

rate of

of the positive

is, if the annual

guaranteed

from the bonus account

the customer

covers a negative

B. That

the minimum

on the benchmark

then funds are transferred

in year i, 6, is the random

account.

a bonus account,

in year i, 6,, exceeds

rate of return

guarantee

in year i, and a E 10, l] is the fraction

to the customer’s

operates

p E 10, 11, of the excess rate of return
realized

rate of return

portfolio

is credited

the insurer

minimum

intermediator.

offers alternative

investment

which may include an annual guarantee

keeps part of the surplu~~, in bad years the insurer

Instead

of investing

possibilities

based

and a bonus account.

provides

additional

yield.’

‘~hc role of the inswcr, namely to distrihutc surplus from good to bad years, is than somcwhst analcguc to the famous
English cbaractcr Robin Hood who notoriously dlstnbutcd wealth from rich to poor pcoplc.
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that the guarantee

time of inception

of the contract,

An additional

point concerns

a high a means that
the contract.

insurance

(disregarding

contracts

i.e., it is a fair zerosum

game between

resembles

to a deterministic

within

a Although

EXCESS

have market
the insurer

has a high impact

and unit-linked

rate of return

of the contract

and the customer,
instead of benefits,

on the annual

life insurance
which

RETURN

value zero at the

we focus on annual returns

portfolio

equity-linked

policies.

return

of

In contrast,

is the csse for traditional

life

bomis mechanisms).

In the Fall of 1998 a major Norwegian
out as we demonstrate

“NDISTNBUTED

by construction

of the benchmark

Q = 0 corresponds

AND

and the bomis account

the parameter

the return

This situation

DISTRIBUTED

below that

insurance

this product

company

introduced

fits exactly

a new savings product.

It turns

into our model and thus may be analyzed

our framework.

The paper is organized
three accounts.
short

term

as follows.

Section 3 treats the case of Gaussian

interest

rates.

A closed

The value of the bonus account
minimum
account

Section 2 outlines

rate of return

is solved

guarantees

end the bomls account

form

return

Carlo simulations.

earlier for the accounts
2.1. No Bonus

Account.

with the customer’s
accourlt

themselves,
At first

account,

A can be written

is derived.

values of anmml

distributed

Section

to the customer’s

4 conchides.

crystal

only worked

clear we must

We use the same symbols

i.e., the amount

account

MODEL

in the Introduction

on account

we will ignore the existence

A, and the insurer’s

recursively

Finally,

the

and deterministic

Corresponding

of the excess return

for fair contracts.

of our model outlined

and cents into the three accounts.

portfolio

by Monte

In order to make the cash flows to the three accounts
dollars

on the benchmark

for the vahie of the customer’s

and the fractions

are plotted

the cash flows between

solution

2. THE

The brief description

the model and explains

account,

using the amount

with the rates of return.

write up the distribution

for the amounts

on the accomlts

A at the end of year t is denoted
of the bonus

C. At the end of year

on the account

of
as

At.

account

and only

t the

total amount

at the end of the preceding

work
on
year

as

That

is, the balance

at the end of year

accrued

according

amount,

Aa, on this account

(1)

to the guaranteed

t is

simply

the balance

rate, 9t, and a ha&ion

equals the invested

at the end of year t - 1 with

of a positive

exca

rate of return.

sum at date zero, X. Hence, At can be written

A, = XeC:&+-(6.-g.)+)
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The remaining

amount

is credited

the end of year t can residually

The insurer

is not actually

The actual

investment

the correct

amount

invest
Suppose

required

strategy

opportunity

by shorting

the alternative

(without

portfolio,

amount

is calculated

for the purpose
loss of generality)

as the following

investment

portfolio

C at

at date zero.

is not of any concern to the customer

However,

strategy

X in the benchmark

the insurer

simple

as long as

on the basis of X and

of finding

the value,

that the insurer
no-arbitrage

at date

actually

argument

does
shows:

that would give a higher date zero value than

portfolio.

X in the benchmark

operates

equals zero. If the date t market

in a competitive

value operator

Then any investor
portfolio

market

is denoted
V,(CT)

(3)
is, the insurer

the annual

on the account

could create an arbitrage

and investing

the money by following

strategy.

As explained,

That

X in the benchmark

A. The correct

we can assume

the amount

PERSON

C. Hence, the amount

the amount

portfolio.

X in the benchmark

of the amount

account,

followed by the insurer

that there was an alternative

the investment

WEIN-ARNE

ss

to invest

to the account

accounts

the amount

AND

to the insurer’s

on the benchmark

zero, of the different

MILTERSEN

be determined

is credited

the rate of return

R

implying

by K(.),

rate of return

guarantee

we obtain

the following

restriction

= 0.

gets a fair share of the excess rate of return

minimum

that the date zero value of CT

on the benchmark

for the customer’s

account,

portfolio

A. Combining

for issuing

Equations

(2)

and (3), we have
X = V, (Xi=
which

imply,

using Equation

(l),

that
V"(S)

The final condition

determines

the relation

= vo(,cT=*(9~t~(6.-g~)+))
between

years from date zero to the end of year T, {gt}Tzl,
customer

2.2.

The

amount

gets, a, for the contracts

Bonus

Account.

on the bonus

account,

6r) = &(AT),

annual minimum
and the fraction

offered by insurers

We now introduce
St, can be written

= 1

operating

the bonus
recursively
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of the excess rate of return

rate of return
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in this competitive

account,

market.

B. At the end of year t the total

using the amormt

on the bonus account

at
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The second

if the rate of return
bonus account
account,
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year as2
& = BteI

bonus account.

D,STRIB”TED

+ AteI [(,@(ae-gt)+

represents

the share of year t’s excess rate of return

term of the bracket

realized

- 1) - (eg’ - &)+I

represents

the potential

investment

guaranteed,

the deficit 1s subtracted

is lower than the rate of return

and credited

to the customer’s

accourrt,

A, is used as base. The initial balance

that is credited

A. Observe

of the account

that

deficit

the balance

to the

in year t, i.e.,
from the

of the customer’s

B is zero. We can thus write

Bt, for t = 1,

. . ..T-1.a.Y
Bt = e[(e-)+
i=l
The insurer’s

promise

- I) - (egx -ed’)+]A,-l.

to cover a potential

deficit

on this account

at date T is incorporated

by the terminal

condition

,P(d.-a)+- 1) - (egs_ e”q+]~,-l)+.
,=I
In the presence

of a bomls account

the account

C is residually

Ct = X&:=1
Note that the insurer’s
&

obligation

the account

B to the account

The competitive

market

deficit

as

6, - A, - &

to cover the potential

= 0 in the case of a potential

determined

deficit

at date T is already

and the deficit has, therefore,

residually

incorporated

since

been transferred

from

C.
argument

employed

earlier again sets the condition

V”(&)

= 0, leading to

the condition

X = VI(&) + VI(&)
to be satisfied
us different
distribution
surplus

by different

contracts.

of LI, fl, and {gt}T=l.

E.g., a = 0 resembles

mechanism

distribution

combinations

whereas

mechanism.

with both (Y and 0 strictly

a standard

/3 = 0 resembles
Moreover,

Different

life-insurance

a full equity-linked

any combination

between

combinations

investment

of cys and ps give

contract

life insurance

with a surplus

contract

these two extremes

without

a

are provided

positive.

‘Note that thcrc arc no intcrcst payments on the amount of the bonus account. It is a modcling issue whcthcr one prcfcrs
that the amount of the bonus account ears interest or not. The insurer does not benefit from these missing interest
payments at the cxpcnsc of the custimcr since WC us the compctitivc ma&t argument to drive the value of the inuurcr’s
claim to zero. WC would have used exactly the same argument if thcrc had been intcrcst payments on the bonus account.
Hence the result would simply have been a different guaranteed rate of return, ceteti p&bus.
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Assume
portfolio,

IN THE GAUSSIAN

that we have a constant
6,, is normally

an equivalent

R. MrLTERSEN

interest

distributed

and

messnre

Q) as

martingale

where

o is the volatility

process

benchmark
benchmark

since the drift

portfolio

follows

the process

portfolio

follows

a standard

and Scholes (1973) or Merton

3.1. The

Value

Equation

of the Account

that

Vo(-) AT

portfolio

assnmed

from the benchmark

and

W is a standard

that there are no dividend

is eqnal to the short term

in Bqnation

RAT=

(nuder

- w,-I),

interest

rate.

Wiener

payments3

The retnrn

on the

(4) if, e.g., we aasmne that the price process of the
Brownian

motion

as, e.g., in the Black-Scholes

model,

(1973).

A. In order to find the

the cratomer

INTEREST

years. Hence d can be modeled

on the benchmark

(1) for a given annnal minimnm

excess rate of retnrn

+ u(W,

geometric

cf. Black

from

over different

Q. Note that we have implicitly

portfolio

PERSSON

rate r and that the anmml rate of return

independent

of the rate of return

mlder the messme

on the benchmark

WEIN-AItNE

CASE WITH DETERMINISTIC

& = r - f2

(4)

AND

date

rate of return

zero value of the customer’s

guarantee,

{g,}T=r,

account,

and the fraction

A,

of the

gets, o, we will evalnate

= Vo(“CT=*(e~+n(d~-g,)+))

X
= EQ [e-rT,C:,,(g~+a(d~-e.)+)]
=

EQ[~-rTeC:=,(g.V(ad,+(l-a)g.))]

=

EQ

[e-

(5)

rT,CT,((ag.vad,)+(l--Ll)g.))
I

= EQ[e-

rT$-4

= e(‘-“)

CT=,&

CT,, g.eC?=,(w.vad.)
fi

I

EQ [e-‘eb9.Vad.)]

,=I

In order

to examate

EQ[eer(eagl
EQ [eP(P””

V

end,)] from Equation
ve”“.,]

“An cquivalcnt intcrprctation is that potcntld
rcinmtcd
into the benchmark portfolio.

(5) we make the following

= e-‘~Q

[(,+

_ ,=ga)+

= e-‘~Q

[,,*ds

_ @‘.)+I

diwdcnds

observation

+ pg.1
+ ew-‘,

ON the ass&s mcludcd in the benchmark portfolio BIG immcdiatcly
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Hence, we have the value of a European
the maturity

of the option.

and its volatility

call option

is ao. Therefore,

standard

distribution.

Finally,

by brute

from Equation
vg+,

(7)
which

force evaluation

corresponding

of as and annual minimum
contract

the entire surplus

increase

of the volatility

(September

3.1.

portfolio
stock

cctwti

- 9% - v

rate of return

is at lmst NOK

Thus,

$2)

distribution

with our economic

function

argument,

from Equation

of the

the result

can

(6),

+ e’,-‘a(g.

guarantees

minimurn

‘“‘)),

A.

rate of return

1. Hence, Figure

offered by insurers

to the customer
return

- ‘,’

is the same each year, i.e., g, = g, for all

A equal to one in Figure

that is distributed

guarantees,

1 depicts

in our competitive

is distributed

lowers the guaranteed

annually.

g, that

combinations
market.

In this

Not surprisingly,

annual minimum

an

rate of return

paribus.
(Gjensidige

a product

very

minimum
average

The sales brochum
10,000.4

+ au*)

guarantee

values of a5 and annual

of the benchmark

The annual

LS an arithrnetric

exchanges.

-en’.m’@(r-g*o-

for the date zero value of the account

rate of return

The bank division

1998) offered

ye~~.s (T = 8).

Pd. at

(5),

that the annual minimum

to the customer,

with payoff

is

the cumulative

of the expectation.

a date zero value of the account

Example

Here @ denotes

= ,~(e(l-.w.-r-i~~‘,,(’

i. we have depicted
provide

security

security

?fari’)

If the reader is uncomfortable

gives a closed form solution

Assuming

underlying

=,(.-r)(.-t;~~2)+(‘-9.-

and Scholes (1973) formula.

also be derived

underlying

EXCESS RETURN

we can evaluate

using the Black
normal

AND UNDISTRIBUTED

on a modified

The value of this modified

[(ea6, - e w)t]

e-‘EQ

DISTRIBUTED

Bank

sin&r

of a selected
zndirate

of a Norwqian

to the one descrsbed

of return

mte

For hi.9 product

AS)

guarantee

sems

company

recently

above.

The rnvestment

period

is g, = 0%.

The underlying

benchmark

of national

stock

art 01 tn the range SO-60%.

Equation

insurorm

indices

fram

The amount

various

w 8

Ewopmn

to investment,

X,

(7) r?dvcps to

4hm
thw amount adrninwtmtwe czpmues in the mnge 0.52.5% is subtmrted. In th IS t .ratment,
tmttue eaperrses and for thu particular pmduct we interpret them DS such and not 08 on oddttiond
for the Jinoncml mk.

we dunyard

odmmti-

upfront
payment
charged
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0.6

1.0

Alpha

-

FIGURE

1. Corresponding

The re+nment

In Figure

2 we have plotted

I‘ = 0.08 (roughly

3.2. The

that VO($$)

Value

the intemst

SigmwO.1

SigmMI.2

-

values of a and g for three different

= 1 is thus equivalent

combinations

of the Account

values of CT, p = 0, and r = 0.1

with the condition

of (I and CT satisfying

mte level in Norway

Sigma+4

in September

B. We now awune

this rendition

under

the assumption

that

1998).

that the annual minimum

rate of return

guarantee

is the same each year, i.e., g, = g, for all i. Denote

First
market

we we consider

the B account

at intermediate

value, at date zero, for the account
V$)

Bt, for

dates, i.e. before the terminal

t<

2’ is

= ?rH(l)e-‘+na(i

- l)e”,
I=,
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1.20
I

0.3

FIGURE

0.4

0.5

2. Corresponding

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

values of a and c for r~ = 0, p = 0, and r = 0.08.

where

Here “~(1)
(es - e’)+

is the market

expiring

value at time zero of the difference

at time 1. The first

price process of the underlying

payoff is similar

asset is modified.

between

to a call option

The second

the payoffs

es(61-s)+

with exercise price

payoff is simply

- 1 and
1, but the

the payoff of a put option

with exercise price es.
However,

it is harder

form expression
calculate

to find the date zero value of the balance

because of the terminal

the date T - 1 market

We start

by rewriting

condition,

value of the

Br in terms

of

the + operator

of account
on Br.

As a first step to this end we

BT and denote it VT-~ (El=).

AT-~ and &J-I

as

BT = (BT-1 + AT-~(@(~-~)+ - 1 - (eg - e")'))+,
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where

6 = 6~ for notational

becomes

effective

R MILTERSEN

simplicity.

in the final period,

By splitting

i.e., whether

BT = (AT-&-~)

for the maximum

resembles

the payoff

We proceed

by substituting

indicator

functions

operators

+ (AT-led

- (AT-1

- BTJ)

x

- (AT-leg

- BTq))

and Br-1

are known at time T-l,

it is straightforward

we define two functions

and

we define
K = qeg

,>Ol

x
I<AT. ,cxp(g))

Moreover,

the guarantee

>+1 t&l)

I<‘? + bdl{B,

simplicity

to whether

- B~-~))+lia>~j

- (AT-I~'-BT-I)

the payoff of a call option.

BT = (ATeleP(‘-g)

Since AT-I

according

6 > 9 or 6 < 9, we obtain
-(AT--~

+ (Ad
Each of these terms

AND SVEIN-ARNE PERSSON

- 2)

and
1
BT-1
L = g + p hl(1 - -&
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to c&&&e

,>A=

Icxp(g))

II$-~(&.).

For notational
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d
B
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2
3
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DISTRIBUTED
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RETURN

0.10
0.05
0

0.00
-0.05

’ 0.4

-0.10

0.6

0

-02

0.4

3. Corresponding

FIGURE

Then

CONTRACTS.

0.6
Alpha

Beta

0.8
0.8

,

values of a, 8, and 9 for r = 0.1, T = 2, and u = 0.2.

we calculate
VT--I(&)

Ito) (AT_le(B-l)(r+lb’io)-~g~(dg)

= 1pr
+ 118,

,w(AT-,@(e,)

- l(O<BT
+ 1pr

In order

to calculate

to mnnerical
increase

methods.

Since I

offered

in our competitive

numerical

= Vo(Vp,(&))

in the numerical

3 depicted

accounts

- (AT-I@

@ l)(T++‘ia)-bg@(d~)

we have implemented

we have in Figure
by insurers

A T-l O(~K)

search algorithm

searching

market.

algorithm.

- Br-l)e-‘lp(eK

+ CT))

- (AT-1

- BT-l)e-‘O(dL

inchrding

the terminal

-PC)).

condition

form solution

For T = 2 (years),

of os, fls, and anmral
That

for combinations

4 and likewise
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minimum

we turn

can be used to

r = 0.1, and o = 0.2

rate of return

is, on top of the simulation

algorithm

guarantees
we have a

of 9, a, and p such that the sum of the value of
to get exact readings

3) we have also made a couple of two-dimensional

four cuts for fixed values of p in Figure

+ c))

the above closed

A and B is equal to one. Since it is difficult

figure (Figure

- 8,~))

methods.

a simulation

combinations

- EST-,)e-‘Q(d,

- BT-l)e-‘@(eg

the date zero value of the B account

speed and precision

To find VO(&),

- (AT-~@

*<AcrpW)(
,<o+e

- (AT-,

from the three-dimensional

cuts of this figure:

We have depicted

four cuts for fixed values of CI in Figure

5.

KNSTIAN

R.

MILTERSEN

AN!,

SVEIN-ARNE

0.4
Alpha

-

fIeta=O.O .. .... Bet~O.2

FIGURE 4. Corresponding
and o = 0.2.

First

4 should be identical

Figures

0.6

0.8

Beta=O.4 -

BemzO.6

vahms of 01 and 9 for four different

note that 0 = 0 is equivalent

Figure

-

PERSSON

1 and 4. Simultaneously,

values ofp, r = 0.1, T = 2,

to the case with no bomrs account.

with the curve for e = 0.2 in Figure
this indicates

the accuracy

1.0

Hence, the curve for p = 0 in

1. This can be confirmed

of the implemented

by comparing

Monte Carlo simulation

method.
Second note that by comparing
for a given fraction
of return
return

to a customer
credited

to her own account

cnstomer

gets a better

are fair in terms
account,

rate of return
return

increased

contract

the amount

annually

account

compared

annually,

values.

4 and the curve for a = 0 in Figure

a higher

r~teris

customer.

annual

annual

the amount

it seems as if the more “patient”

However,

rate of return.

account.

Moreover,

this is not the case since both
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is credited

is credited

This is not possible

rate of return

to

if the benchmark

(ii) if the excess return

that the annual minimum

5

rate

who wants her

is that (i) if the excess return

minimum

to the case where the excess return

minimum

than to a customer

paribus.Hence,

The reason

guaranteed

can be used in a later year to cover the guarantee

to the customer’s

annually,

offers

on a bonus account

than the “impatient”

of market

is below the guaranteed

is credited

the customer’s

the insurer

who places the return

contracts
the bonus

the curve for /3 = 0 in Figure

of the excess return,

if the excess
is credited

guarantee

to the bonus account,

cereti

to

covers is
paribus.

GUARANTEED

INVESTMENTCONTRACTS.

DISTRIBUTED

AND UNDISTRIBUTED

EXCESS RETURN

-0.10
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

1.0

0.8

B&I

-

Alpha=O.O

5. Corresponding
and c = 0.2.

some diligence,

this effect can also be studied

e.g., the curve for fl = 0.2 in Figure
a customer

who wants

in addition

twenty

guarantee

fourty

percent

of five percent

return

return

percent

credited

By following

accepts

to reduce

of the excess return

the fraction

We have also depicted
c.

Figures

correspond
account

6-8 correspond
to an increase

implying

anmx%l minimum

to her bomls account,

fraction

account

czteri~

can incresse

to a reduction
of 0 from

indicate

that

to her own account

anm~ally

and

an annual

rate of return

to the right

rate of return

paribut

her guaranteed
credited

we see that
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to increase

hand, by following

the fraction
of the excw

both curves

rate of return

to her own account

has

to

more if she

than if she reduces

the

ceteris yaribus.
figures.

In Figures

of B from 0.2 in our base example

that the curves for /7 = 0 in Figures

the customer

the fraction

annual minimum

values in the following

0.2 to 0.4. Again

minimum

if she wants

On the other

to her banns account,

other parameter

credited

4 and 5. Compare,

5. Both curves

than if she wants to increase

of the excess return
credited

Alpha=0.6

values of 0, r = 0.1, T = 2,

is offered

both curves

to her own account

the left we see that the customer

-

from the other curves in Figures

of her excess return
to her bonus

annually.

credited

Alpha=0.4

4 and the curve for a = 0.4 in Figure

credited

to give up more of her guaranteed
of the exe=

-

vahles of p and 9 for four different

FIGURE

With

Alpha=0.2

a = 0 is equivalent
7 and 10 should

G-1 1 we have varied

to 0.1 and Figures
to the case with

be identical

9-11

no bomls

to the corresponding

KIUSTIAN

,I. MILTERSEN

AND WEIN-ARNE

PERSON

0.6
B&l

0.8

FIGURE

6. Cormponding

vahws of a, p, and 9 for r = 0.1, T = 2, and D = 0.1.

:
5 -0.05

-

--

:

:

:

-0.10 0.0

0.2

:

j

0.4

i
j

0.6

0.8

1.0

Alpha

1-

FIGURE 7. Corresponding
and ,J = 0.1.

B&=0.0

BetsO.

-

Beta-O.4

values of a and g for four different
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-

Bek0.6

values of 8, r = 0.1, T = 2,
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INVESTMENT
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DISTRIBUTED

AND UNDISTRIBUTED

EXCESS RETURN

0.10

5 0.05
d
‘-a
B
P
2 0.00
!
3 -0.05
-0.10
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Beta

-

Alpba=O.O

FIGURE 8. Corresponding
and o = 0.1.

Alphs0.2

-

Alpha=Od

values of 4 and 9 for four different

-

Alpha=0.6

values of (2, r = 0.1, T = 2,

, "0.4

-0.10J

6.6
o.2

04

0.6

0.8
0.8

Alpha

FIGURE

9. Corresponding

Beta

I

vahws of a, 8, and 9 for r = 0.1, T = 2, and g = 0.4.
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0.4

PERSSON

1.0

0.6

0.8

Bet~O.4
Beta=OA -

~erzO.6
B&=0.6

Alpha
I

I

I--

B&=0.0

FIGURE 10. Corresponding
T = 2, and 0 = 0.4.

curves

values

for o = 0.1 and g = 0.4 in Figure

of the accuracy

of the implemented

Comparing
as in Figure

In Figures

1, namely

that an increase

Figures

implying

for D = 0.2 in Figure

of the volatility

Comparing

Figures

Monte

8, 5, and 11 we see the same pattern

3, 12, and 15; Figures

on a bonus account

account

is increased

annually

Carlo simulation

the bonus

account

extended

12-14 correspond

the number

of periods

to a three year contract
to the case with no
to the curve

1, 13, and 16 we have an indication

rate of return

of the

5, 14, and 17 we see that the

guarantee

who wants

is increased,

works much better
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the guaranteed

13 and 16 should be identical

4, 13, and 16; and Figures

of periods

lowers

method.

than to a customer

as the number

return

Again p = 0 is equivalent

Figures

offers a higher annual minimum

the excess return

more periods

Figures

to a four year contract.

by comparing

an indication

paribus.

to three and four (years).

1. Therefore,

of p, T = 0.1,

1, 7, and 10 provides

of the benchmark

ceteti

that the curves for p = 0 in Figures

of the implemented

effect that the msurer

with

7, 4, and 10; and Figures

to the customer,

15-17 correspond

bonus account

accuracy

Figures

values

1

method.

12-17 we have reset o to the base level of 0.2 and instead

from two in our base example
whereas

1. Hence, comparing

6, 3, and 9; Figures

rate of return

of o and 9 for four different

Monte Carlo simulation

Figures

annual minimum

Beta=0.2 -

to a customer

the excess return

c~teris paribus.

as a buffer between

periods

who places

credited

to her

This is so because (i)

with excess return

GUARANTEED

INVESTMENT

CONTRACTS

DISTRIBUTED

AND

UNDISTRIBUTED

EXCESS

RETURN

0.10

2 0.05
2
B
s
fj

0.00

Y
8
B -0.05

-0.10
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.8

0.6

1.0

Beta

-

Alpha=O.O

FIGURE 11. Corresponding
T = 2, and Q = 0.4.

.... Alpha=02

valws

-

AlphazO.4

of p and 9 for four different

-

AlphazO.6

values

of a, r = 0.1,

0.6
0.2

0.;

0.8

o6
0.8

Beta

,

AlpIlk

FIGURE

12. Corresponding

valves

of a, P, and 9 for r = 0.1, T = 3, and 0 = 0.2
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0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Alpha

-

FIGURE

B&1=0.0

13. Corresponding

Bet~O.2

-

Bet&IA

-

B&x=0.6

values of (I and 9 for four different

values

of p, r = 0.1,

T = 3, and o = 0.2.

and periods

where the guarantee

by the insurer.

Moreover,

who wants her excess return
wants her excess return

becomes

(ii) with
credited

credited

effective.

more periods

This de facto lowers the volatility
the extra amount

to her account

annually

the connection

a framework

between

annual

close to many real world contracts
set-up

and analysed

premium

payments

stochastic

interest

In this paper
own bonus

compared

to the customer

who

REMARKS

which

we believe constitutes

a suitable

guarantees

and the distribution

of surplus.

and further

using our simulation
instead

is increased

for the customer

to her bonus account.
4. CONCLUDING

We have presented

of the option issued

that is guaranteed

properties

method.

of such contracts

starting

The contract

we study

can easily be inchided

E.g., we can easily inchide mortality

of a single lump sum payment.

point for analyzing

It is also straightforward

is

in our

risk5 and annual
to include,

e.g.,

rates in our framework.
we have only considered

account,

In many

real-life

individual

undistributed

life insurance

contracts

surplus

“Under the assumption that the insurer has a large pool of customers with
unaorrclatcd with the rctwn on the bcnchmark portfolio, a simple argument
applied to climinatc the mortality risk as scan from the irwurcr’s point of view
to provide lift-insurance contracts based on the assumption that the mortality
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modeled

the undiitributed

by the customer’s
surplus

mechanism

indcpcndcnt mortality risk, which is also
based on the law of large numbcrs can bc
and, thcrcforc. the insurer would bc willing
is dctcrministic.

GUARANTEED
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CONTRACT?.:

DISTRIBUTED

AND

UNDISTRIBUTED

EXCESS

RETURN

0.10

2 0.05
d

Q
d 0.00
1
B
f
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0.2
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0.8

1.0

Beta

-

FIGURE 14. Corresponding
T = 3, and c = 0.2.

FIGURE

.. Alpha=0.2

Alpha=O.O

15. Corrsponding

values

values

-

Alphs0.4

of p and 9 for four

different

-

Alpha=0.6

values

of (I, r = 0.1,

of a, p, and 9 for T = 0.1, T = 4, ad
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c = 0.2.
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0.10

s
2 0.00
3
8
5 -0.05

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Beta=O.4 -

Bet~O.6

Alpha

-

FIGURE

B&=0.0

16. Corresponding

... Bet&I.2

values

-

of a and 9 for four different

vales

1

of p, r = 0.1,

T = 4, and o = 0.2.

pools the bonus
mechanism

accounts

for a large group

opens up a number

for the individual
the contract

customers

includes

of customers.

of new and interesting

Introducing

of when to enter into these life insurance

a surrender

option.‘j

We consider

a pooled

issues including

undistributed

game theoretical

contracts

surplus

considerations

and when to surrender,

these new issues outside

if

the scope of the present

paper.
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